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ON EXISTENCE OF FIXED POINTS. IN 
2-METRIC SPAECS

Yeol Je Cho

In this paper, several fixed point theorems for a pair 
of mappings of a (S, 71)-orbitally complete 2-metric space 
into itself are proved. In [2] and [6], L.B. Ciric and 
R. E. Smithson introduced the concepts of orbital comp
leteness and orbital continuity of mappings on metric 
spaxres and K. Iseki extended the concepts of orbital 
completeness and orbital continuity of mappings on 
metric spaces and K. Iseki extended the concepts of 
orbital completeness and orbital continuity to 2-metric 
spaces ([3]). Especially L. B. Ciric proved the following 
theorem ([2]) : Let (X"【)be a T-orbitally complete 
metric space and a mapping T of X into itself be orbit- 
ally continuous. If T satisfies the following condition：

min (d(Tx, Tjy), Tx), d(y9 T^)} —min{6/(x, Ty), 
Tx}} 3以(3)

for every xy y in X and for some a (0W1), then, for 
each. xQ in X, the sequence (Tnx0} converges to a fixed 
point of T.

Motivated by this result of L. B. Ciric, J. Achari ([□)》 

K. Iseki ([4]) and S. N. Mishra ([5]) extended this res
ult to multivalued mappings on metric spaces and 2- 
metric spaces, respectively.
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Before going our main theorems, we need the follo
wing def ini tons：

Definition 1. In a 2-metric space (X, if d(xn9 x, 
z) converges to 0 for all z in X as 鶴too, we say that 
a sequence {xtt} in X converges to x and x is called the 
limit of this sequence.

Definition 2. In a 2-metric space (X, d), if d(xm9 
xB, z) converges to 0 for all z in X as m9 tztoo, we say 
that a sequence {xn} in X is called a Cauchy sequence in 
X. If every Cauchy sequence is convergent, X is called 
complete.

DEEwm知 3・S and T be two mappings from a 
2-metric space (X,d) into itself. For any xQ in X, a 
sequence 0(xo, S, T) = (x0=x, Xi—Sx09 x2—x2n — 
Tx2n-i, .......................... is called an orbit of S and T at
the point x0 in X.

Definition 4. A 2-metric space (X, d) is (S, T)- 
orbitally complete if every Cauchy sequence contained in 
the orbit of S and T at some point converges in X.

If S=T in Definition 3, then O(xo, S, T) is called a효 

orbit of T at the point xQ in X, and a 2-metric space 
(X,d) in which every Cauchy sepuence contained in the 
orbit 0(xO9 T, T')=O(xo, T) converges is called T-orbitally 
complete.

Remark 1. Every complete 2-metric space is (S, T)- 
orbitally complete but the converse is not true. For 
example, Let X=(0,1]X(O,匸]and define a 2-metric d on 
X by
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Xi X2 1 
d(x, y, z)=l-abs y2 1

21如1

for every x=(xi, x2),夕=(刘，丸)and 2=(% &) in X. Let 
幻#,:y) = (兰扌丄, 으咨L) and S(%, 夕) = (%, y) for every x, 

z 厶
y in X. Then a 2一metric space (X9d) is (S, 7*)-orbitally 
complete but not complete.

Definition 5- A mapping T of 2-metric space (X, d) 
into itself is said to be sequentially continuous if for 
every sequence {xn} such that d(xn9 x, 2) converges to 0 
for all z in X as n->oo9 d(Txn9 Tx, z) converges to 0 
as 與tqq. A maj泅호g ?쇼ma표負Lq巷注去畠Uy c皿1血建箕后 주f 
for all 2 in X, d(7거1%, y, 2) converges to as 刀一，8 implies 
that d(Tn+1x9 Ty, 2) converges to 0 as 丸—a Every 
sequentially continuous mapping is orbitally continuous.

Now we are ready to give our main theorems：

Theorem 6. Let (X, Q) be a (S, T)-orbitally complete 
2-metric space and mappings S and T of X into itself be 
sequentially continuous. If mappings S and T satisfy 
the following condition (A):

(A) min (J(Sx, Ty, 2), d(x9 Sx, 2), <Z(y, Ty, 2), 
d(Sx, TSx, 2), d(y9 TSx9 z)}

+kmin {d(x9 Ty, z)9 d(y, Sx9 2), d{x, STy9 z), 
d(Ty, TSx, z)}W ad(x, y9 z)

for every x, % z in X、where aU(0,1) and is a real 
number, then the orbit of S and T at x0, 0(，知 S, T)) 
converges to a point 處 in X and 物 is a common fixed 
point of S and T. If k^>a, then S and T have a unique 
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common fixed point in X*

Proof. For given xQ in X、consider 나le orbit of S 
and T at the point x0, O(xo, S, T) = {xQ=x, %i=S% x2— 
7幻，…，x2n^Tx2„.u 松"十i =S火 ......... If，for some %,
xm^xm+19 then S and T have a common fixed point xm 
in X. Thus we suppose that xm 乏 xm+1 for all m=l,2,3, 
From the condition (A), for x=x2n and y=x2n+lf we have

min{Q(S%2”, z), d(X2nj z),
。(%2卄1, 7为2서t, a), d(S%2”, TSx~2皆 £), 

서* TSx2n. Z)}
+ ^min{d(x2„, TxM. z), d(x2n^ Sx2n, z), 

d(*s S7*2tt, 2), d(^TTSa&n, z)} 
<a^(%2n, x2n+i, 2)

or
min {0(%2乖+1, *2n+2, N), d(为服,^2n+l, Z)}

WaQ(%2，" ^2n+b Z)

for every non-negative integer n. Since (X,Q) is a 2- 
metric space, rf(x2w, %2n+i, z) 乂 0 for some z in X、Hence 
if d(x2n9 &2서」, z) <4?(x2n+b 互2#+2, 2), then we have d 
{x2n, z) Wad (x2m, x2„+i, 2)for aU(0,l), which is
impossible and so we have d(x2n+ly x2n^ z)頌。以(多 

^n+b z)・ Similarly, we have d(x2n, x2b+i, z)^ad(x2n.h 
的町 z). Therefore d(xmf xm+i, ^)^ad(xm.u xm9 z) for 
every non*-negative integer m and hence since d(x0, xr9

W』(、Xg 사‘1，^m-1) + d (Xq, (시;시‘1, 多 m) =
d(%0, ^1, Xm-1)+J(xm, xm,b %2)+』(％F Xm_b Xi), we have

QGo, Xi, xm) Vd (x0, xl? xm^i)+am-1 (0(%i, x0, x0)
-厂 cZ(•次:i, Xq9 %1)) =』(％o, X\9 X 蹤“I) 

曷(％如 Xi, *)
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=0・

Therefore, from d(xm9 
m-n-l

Xl dQCn+k) 시d+H, z) <
为二0

W....

Wdg x2) 
WaWG血 xOs Xi)

m-n-2

fc=O
——(6?(XO, Xi, 2)+J(X0, Xi7 N)), 1—a

it follows that {xn} is a Cauchy sequence. Since (X, 
d) is a (S, T)-orbitally complete, {xn} conveTge읍 to some 
point u in X. Using the sequential continuity of S, we 
have

OW0(", Suy z)
WQ(为 SU9 多2”+고) 十』(仏 互"+L N)+衫(初Th SU. 2) 
=d(u, Su, Sx2n') + d(iu9 X2„+1, N)丄 d(S%2〃 Su, z) 
—* 0 as jz—>8.

Therefore d(u, Su9 z)=0 for all z in X. Thus 彼 is a 
fixed point of S, Similarly, u is also a fixed point of 
T, that is,勿 is a common fixed point of S and 7\ Next, 
let k〉a and to prove the uniqueness of a common. fixed 
point of S and T, let u and v be common fixed points 
of S and T. Since (X,Q) is a 2-metrics pace, there exi
sts a point w in X such that d(v,払 w、»二 0, For this 
w in X,

min {d(Sv9 Tu、w)9 Sv, w), d(u9 Tu^ w), 
d(Sv, TSv, w)9 d(u9 TSv9 疚)}

+血 min [d(v9 Tu9w\ 日("，Sv, w), d{v, STu, w)9 
d{Tu, TSv, w)}

Wad 3, 아，、刀)

gives
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d(v, Z0)W을a(zj U9

which is impossible. .Therefore u=v. This proves that 
S and T have a unique common fixed point u in X.

Remark 2. In Theorem 6, if we take S—T, we have a 
sequence (r„}, where xn=TnxQ such, that w, 2) 
converges to 0 as moo. Since T is sequentially contin
uous, it is orbitally continuous. Hence we have d(Tx心 
Tuy z) converges to 0 as 也—b. Thus, in Theorem 6, if 
T=S is orbitally continuous, {TnxQ} converges to a fixed 
point u of T. If and (X,日)is a bounded complete 
2-metric space, this result is similar to the result of

Kftshra ([5]).
Corollary 7. Let (X, d) be a (S, T)-orbitally com

plete 2-metric space. If mappings S and T of X into 
itself satisfy the following condition (B):

(B) min{J(Sx, ^Ty, z), d(乂 Sx9z)y Ty, z)}
+ 血min{d(%, Ty9 2), d(y, Sx9 z)}

y9 z)
for every x, y9 2 in X, where a G(0,1) and is a real 
number, then. the orbit of S and T at O(%o, S, T), 
converges to a point u in X and w is a common, fixed 
point of S and T. If 2〉a, then S and T have a unique 
common fixed point in X.

We note that in Corollary 7 if we put S= T and k— — l 
and if (X,d) is a bounded complete 2-metric space and. 
T is orbitally continuous, then we have the result of K. 
Iseki ([3]), which extends the result of L・B・ Ciric([2]) 
to a 2-metric space.
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For any positive integer powers of S and T, we have 
the following theorem from Theorem 6：

Theorem 8. Let (X“)be a (S, T)-orbitally complete 
2-metric space and mappings S and T of X into itself 
be sequentially continuous. If mappings S and T satisfy 
the following condition (C):

(C) min{cZ(S% Tly, 2), d(x9 Ssx9 z), d(y9 z)> 
d(y9 TSM 2), 广S炎z)}

+为min{d(%, 7”力 z), d(y, Ssx, z), d(x9 SsTlyy s), 
力 7기S分, n)}

y, 2),

for every 至、zia X ami positive
and h where aU (0,1) and is a real number such that 

then S and T have a unique common fixed point 
in X.

Proof. If we take P~SS and Q=T\ by Theorem 6, 
P and Q have a unique common fixed point u in X> 
that is, Pu=Qu=3. From this,

Su~PSu=QSu and Tu~PTu=QTu9

that is, Su and Tu are common fixed points of P and 
Q. If we put x~Su and y~Tu in the condition (C), we 
obtain d(Su. Tu. z) Wad(Su, Tu, z) for aU (0,1), which 
means Su~ Tu. Therefore the uniqueness of u implies 
that ”=Su=2认 that is, w is a unique common fixed 
point of S and T.

Theorem 9. Let (X, d) be a (S, T)-orbitally complete 
2-metric space and {Sn} and (Tn] be sequences of seque
ntially continuous mappings of X into itself and let {sq} 
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and {tp} be sequences of positive integers such that for 
any positive integers pair pt q

min{W(SW#), z), d(x, S^(x),

d(y. 7；G), 2), d(SJ0), z),

d(y9 7驴Sy(%), z)}

+ &mi미久払 73(談), z), d{y, S/(%), z),

d(x, "7芸O)次)，』(浮。)，君Sjp),z)}
Wad(払:y，£),

for every x,y, z in X、where aU(0,1) and is a real 
number such that 反〉a. Then the sequences (S„} and 
{ Tn} have a unique common fixed point u in X.

"Proof. If we take any pair of positive integers一pair 
P and q (&笥)，then, by Theorem 8, Sp and Tq have a 
unique common fixed point in X. Since p and q are arb
itrary, this theorem follows.
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